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after Lunar Force 1, Acronym now again popular shoes Nike, Air, Presto into second "functional shoes."". 

dark blue uppers are made of superior waterproof material, and follow the Acronym's usual style, adding zipper elements to the back
of the shoe. 

's groundbreaking style is sure to be warmly followed by street people! Are you going to be one of them? 

The 
World Cup last night has officially kicked off, the opener of South Africa VS Mexico 1:1 to shake hands, then this summer in another
global sports focus "World Cup Basketball Tournament" will be officially launched in Turkey. Teams from around the world gathered
for the highest glory, showing the world's highest standard basketball match. Then every time the championship are sports brand a
better time to show their latest products, Nike in today's Jordan and Brand gathered together to open Converse new technology
products published this tournament. You can see the show will include the United States, Brazil, Puerto Rico, China, the latest shirt
shirt, also on display including Hyperdunk 2010, Hyperfuse published new flagship shoes, in addition in posters of the Team USA
uniforms Carmelo Anthony, Chirs Paul, Dwayne Wade et al is people all eyes. I believe that with the arrival of the world cup basketball
tournament will have a more complete series of reports, the future more further information please pay attention to our follow-up
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